In the wake of every Skeeter Boat is a heritage of quality, a commitment to superior design, craftsmanship and performance...
A Skeeter tradition born from strength and experience.

It's the confidence of a company that's been making the industry's toughest, best-performing fishing boats since 1964. The strength of our product is unmatched. Using the industry's strongest composite construction technology, we assemble every Skeeter using individually crafted 3-ADER composite components. This adds unsurpassed durability to the hull, deck and transom.

And our 24 stringers are reinforced with aluminum and an internal jack plate support that warranties the power and weight of today's strongest marine engines. (In fact the extra weight of our 24 Performance series boats is supported from our transom.)

Skeeter's hydrodynamic hull design provides the speed and maneuverability you'll want to find on the lake. Our exclusive reverse-drift transom adds buoyancy, resulting in quicker heel points and virtually eliminates back-wash. Skeeter's wide hull design allows it to carry more gear, more food and more fish. It gives our boats an unmatched ability to excel in all water conditions.

Skeeter's built to fish. Front and rear fishing platforms, large module storage compartments, insulated Ivory and optional fishfinder systems are all part of the Skeeter quality and attitude. With an incredible array of features and options, you should consider an attitude adjustment. Stop in and let us show you the Skeeter difference.

Large front fishing platforms
Bow flare insures a smooth, dry ride
Seaboard graphics and lines in the industry

Skeeter's Dry Plate, applicable to all Skeeters, provides a unique concealed 8 even reduction of porosity

The strongest transom of the industry

Console design with upgraded view of essential gauges

Industry exclusive aluminum deck frame for precise right of lift and control

Dual gas tank design

The industry's superchallenger slot capability: best for monitoring and controlling fuel level, low profile hull design that allows the bow to cut through the water with ease and efficiency, SUPERFAST POWER PLANT.
Close your eyes and picture everything you ever wanted in a bass boat, then open them to see how the ZX Performance Series boats make dreams come true for the serious angler.

The ZX Series is Skeeter's pride and joy. Every detail has been meticulously designed—right down to the choice of every component, which makes each boat a true original. From the massive forward fishing platforms to the mighty X-CELL transom, these boats are built tough. And with legendary Yamaha power, the ZX Performance Series delivers a stable, fast ride, in full-feature models ranging from 18'5" to 21' in length.

All boats in the ZX line feature Skeeter’s exclusive hydrodynamic design, with precision-engineered hulls, X-CELL composite construction, and reverse rudder transoms. These boats have it all.

Want to talk features? The list goes on and on. Built for tournament bass fishing, features include oversized storage and rod organizing systems, available in both single or dual consoles, two livewells up to 16-gallons each with a four-pump control system, built-in coolers and ergonomically perfected cockpits with new backlit controls.

Note: The features and options shown and described as the ZX Performance Series are available only on specific models. Buyer assumes the right to change products and specifications without notice. The material in this catalog is believed to be correct at time of publication.

ZX Series shown in Black Fishing Deck, Full and Full Storage. White interior seating and Black skid, Forward skid and Full Storage. Blue/Tan seven tiếptage and custom rigging kit.
**ZX200**

Staple feature: Touring on the go - This is the best boat to take you where you're going. With a 200-hp, 255-starting-hp Mercury Mariner, the ZX200 offers the same valuable punch and the same reliability as the other ZX models, in a boat built to maneuver easily in shallow water and low current areas.

**ZX190**

Our most affordable ZX Performance. With a 100-hp, 115-starting-hp Mercury Mariner, the ZX190 offers the same reliable punch and the same reliability as the other ZX models, in a boat built to maneuver easily in shallow water and low current areas.

---

**Specifications**

**ZX200**

- **Length on Trailer:** 21' 7''
- **Beam:** 99''
- **Trailer Weight:** 525 lbs
- **Height Overall:** 40''
- **Height Depth:** 114''
- **Dry Weight:** 1,000 lbs
- **Height:** 33''
- **Fuel Capacity:** 30 gallons

**ZX190**

- **Length on Trailer:** 21' 3''
- **Beam:** 93''
- **Trailer Weight:** 487 lbs
- **Height Overall:** 37''
- **Height Depth:** 111''
- **Dry Weight:** 939 lbs
- **Height:** 36''
- **Fuel Capacity:** 30 gallons

---

**Options and Accessories**

- **Limited Edition Package**
- **Dual-Tube Suspension**

---

**Engine Options**

- **Mercury Mariner**
- **Valve Cover**
- **Limited Warranty**

---

**Capacity**

- **Max. Weight Capacity:** 2,900 lbs
- **Max. Passengers:** 10
- **Fuel Capacity:** 30 gallons

---

**ZX200 Features**

- **Touring on the Go**
- **Compact Construction**
- **Ergonomic Design**

---

**ZX190 Features**

- **Performance**
- **Value Package**
- **Economical Design**

---

**Engines**

- **Mercury Mariner**
- **Valve Cover**
- **Limited Warranty**
Skeeter's SX Series offers legendary fishability in a line of boats priced to get you on the water fast. And from the moment you launch, you're fishing first class.

SX models feature Skeeter's X-TREME composite transom construction and fiberglass stringer system for maximum stability and rugged durability in models ranging from 17' 8" to 19' 6" in length. The hydrodynamic design delivers classic Skeeter performance and a soft, dry ride.

All boats in the SX line come standard with extended casting decks and choice of front and back fishing chairs to comfortably accommodate you and your partner. Large rod lockers and plenty of storage keep your gear organized and accessible, and all SX models feature tournament-quality livewell systems with "fill" and "drain" modes to keep your trophy fish alive and well until weigh-in.

The SX bass boats offer Skeeter's exceptional maneuverability and solid fishing platform, making the SX Tournament Series everything the serious angler could want... at a price that might just surprise you.

Some other features that set these bass boats apart include:
- Tournament bass boat are available only in camouflage finish
- Skeeter exclusive transom-mounted outdrive control system
- All the standard items listed are subject to change at the manufacturer's discretion.

Images shown in White-Gull, black, and carbon fiber. Options include rod lockers, livewell system, and fishing chairs with storage.

Tournament Control

SX TOURNAMENT SERIES
SX200

For nearly 30 years, Skeeter's SX line of bass boats have been leading the standard for innovation, quality and value. The SX200 is the latest addition to the SX line. It features the legendary Skeeter hydrodynamic design, speed and maneuverability of a Skeeter, as well as a list of features that will make you wonder how you lived without one.

SX190

The SX190 is eighteen and a half feet of pure fishing pleasure - easy to trailer and easy to go. The comfortable fully fishing boat has everything you need, and nothing you don't. Classic Skeeter styling, system, roomy front and rear fishing platforms, and comfortable bench seating for up to three people.
SX180

SX170

ST SERIES

ST15

INTEGRATED WELL-MERGED BOAT.

More time on the water. That’s why every detail works. The ST15 delivers the perfect front for the first time buyers as well. The powerful 90 HP is on the water in 80 minutes. Building Tidemakers from the ST15 too — primarily for its busy driving and its only pricing when looking into it.

It’s easy to trash, easy to get into and a pleasure to own. A 90-HP, try this model in the age-old question: "Do I really big enough to own a boat?" Now the answer is "Sure you did!" Everything is brand new. Nothing you don’t.

ST SERIES

ST15 SPECIFICATIONS

Length on Trailer
20’

Weld on Trailer
20’

Length Overall
17’1".

Beam
6’

Height Overall
48”

Height Drive
46”

Height Front Deck
12”

Beam
22”

Dry Weight
1,040 lbs.

Max. T.O.
1,150 lbs.

CAPACITIES

Max. Weight Capacity
1,150 lbs.

Max. Persons Capacity
6 persons.

Fuel Capacity
20 gals.
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When the crisp salty air beckons you offshore to cast your line, your perfect companion is one of Skeeter's ZX Saltwater Series Boats.

Designed for the tumble of the big bay breakers, Skeeter's exclusive V-plug hull flattens the roughest of waters for a smoother, drier ride. Plus the unique tunnel hull design on the ZX2200T offers superior maneuverability even in shallow shoreline waters.

The deck layouts on Skeeter's Saltwater Series are the answer to the saltwater fisherman's prayers. The center console command center boasts till-hydraulic steering, easy-to-read gauges and folding windshields on some models. Built-in vertical rod holders keep gear at the ready, while aerated baitwells in the center and rear mean easy access in choppy waters.

Amenities include: large removable ice chests, comfortable console seating, many deck storage and insulated fish boxes. Saltwater Series boats hold up to 80 gallons of fuel with boats ranging from 21' 10" to 25' 10''.

Note: All the features and options shown and described on the ZX Saltwater Series are available only on select models. Skeeter reserves the right to change products and specifications without notice. All the material in this text is intended to be correct at time of publication.

ZX 2400

At an impression 23' 15", loaded with a 700-horsepower Yamaha engine, this is one tough performance machine. The latest in the Skeeter line, the QX200 is all-new from the top to tail design. It has a 9' 10" beam and 30" draft, offering the safety and performance required to tackle the big fish that live there.

ZX 2200

The freshwater fishing dream has just been realized. Two identical boats with one's focus on fishing, the other on tournament fishing. A sleek hull and high performance features make this the perfect choice for the serious angler. The QX200 offers the ride and handling performance required to give you a competitive edge on any lake or river.
The ZX2200T features a furlined design that allows you to sail and fish in the comfort of 12 seats and know you are in the big boats.

ZX2000

Empowered for a first class ride, with the classic center console, Y-1800 stern pulpit truncheon, and everything you need for a day of offshore fishing, this boat can handle hard and heavy conditions. The ZX2000 offers great performance in an easy to handle bay boat model designed to take you where the saltwater fish are.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length on Trailer 21’
Width on Trailer 10’
Length Overall 21’11”
Beam 9’
Transom Height 32”
Height Overall 32”
Internal Depth 15”
Dry Weight 2,100 lbs.
Max. HP 250 hp

CAPACITIES

Max. Weight Capacity 1,000 lbs.
Max. Passengers 6
Fuel Capacity 10 gal.

SPECIFICATIONS

Length on Trailer 24’
Width on Trailer 10’6”
Length Overall 24’11”
Beam 9’
Transom Height 24”
Height Overall 35”
Internal Depth 15”
Dry Weight 2,705 lbs.
Max. HP 300 hp

CAPACITIES

Max. Weight Capacity 1,384 lbs.
Max. Passengers 8
Fuel Capacity 40 gal.
Catch the big ones on their own turf.

When the waves are steep and the water's cool, the long deep fiberglass hull of Skeeter's Deep V Big Water fishing boats offer the power and performance to help you reel in your catch and stay steady and dry.

The Deep V Big Water Series was designed for tournament anglers on big lakes that demand rugged craftsmanship, durability and a stable fishing platform.

Like all Skeeter's, the Deep V is built to handle the thrust and torque of today's high-powered marine engines. The fixed sides and bow are hydrodynamically designed to splay water down away from the boat for a dry ride.

The Deep V® offers a variety of outstanding features for easy handling and fishability, including advanced design consoles with full instrumentation; sealed livewells, baitwells, huge tackle and storage boxes. The layout of Skeeter's Deepwater Series is specifically designed to fit the unique needs encountered by the angler in search of northern species.

Some of the features and options shown and described in the Deepwater Series are available only on specific models. Skeeter reserves the right to discontinue products and specifications with- out notice, all the material in this catalog is intended to be correct at time of publication. Prices may vary. Refer to the nearest dealer for current catalog information.

ZX DEEPWATER SERIES

2020 model shown in Deepwater black, Midnight Deepwater black and white, and all black. Available also in black with grey accent stripes. For more information on the Deepwater Series, visit www.deepwater.com.
ZX2050

If you're looking for a boat that combines affordability with high performance, the ZX2050 is the perfect choice. This 20-foot boat is designed for serious fishing, featuring a powerful outboard engine that propels you through the water with ease. Its deep-V hull design ensures stability and smooth ride, even in rough waters.

Key Specifications:
- Length: 20 ft
- Width: 8 ft
- Depth: 4 ft
- Weight: 2,250 lbs
- Max. HP: 200 HP

ZX1950

For those who demand the very best, the ZX1950 is your ideal choice. This 19-foot boat is equipped with the latest in marine technology, ensuring maximum performance and reliability. Whether you're out for a leisurely day on the water or on a serious fishing trip, the ZX1950 has you covered.

Key Specifications:
- Length: 19 ft
- Width: 8 ft
- Depth: 3 ft
- Weight: 1,800 lbs
- Max. HP: 250 HP

Both models offer a comprehensive set of features designed to enhance your boating experience, making them ideal for both casual and serious anglers.
Skeeter knows there's more to life than just fishing.

That's why we developed our SL Fish & Ski Series—a line of boats designed to satisfy every member of your family by combining classic Skeeter fishability with the power and amenities of a top-quality ski boat.

The SL Series features tournament-style ski tow pylon, a convenient rear platform and stainless steel trim-grip ladder, four comfortable bucket seats, plenty of ski storage, built-in coolers, and passengers.

conveniences like removable bow and stern deck pads, and an AM/FM radio with CD player make this a boat fully equipped for a day of jumping the wake or sliding the tube.

And when it's time to fish, you're ready for that too. Head out for the stripers and largemouth at dawn with the best features of our legendary bass boats, including two aerated livewells, raw water cooling, and pro pole seating on a sturdy front casting deck. These are boats that don't let you forget that Skeeter's motto is "Eat, Sleep, Fish."

Some of the features and options shown and described on the Fish & Ski Series are available only on specific models. Skeeter reserves the right to change products and specifications without notice. All specifications and color coding is illustrative and subject to change without notice at any time. The material in this booklet is believed to be current at time of publication.

SL215 shown in back rest full and full and covering large. SO/222 shown in bow with center console and full storage. SO/233 shown in bow with center console and rear seat.
Skeeter supports our country's vast fisheries by promoting “catch & release” and is committed to preserving the environment in our manufacturing practices.

At Skeeter, we continually strive to improve and enhance our products. We reserve the right to change specifications without notice. You'll want to confirm with your Skeeter dealer prior to purchase. Specifications and measurements are approximations and subject to variances. Some boats shown with optional equipment.

Follow all instructional materials and local and federal laws. Always wear recommended protective apparel. Operate within your capabilities, allowing extra time and distance for maneuvering. Always operate in a responsible manner, respecting the environment and others around you. Don’t drink and boat.

Some of the features shown and described in this catalog are available only on specific Skeeter models. Skeeter reserves the right to change products and specifications without notice. All material in the catalog is believed to be correct at time of publication. Some optional equipment may be shown in some photographs. See the Skeeter Dealer nearest you for the latest information on all Skeeter boats and gear. ©2002 Skeeter Products, Inc. Printed in USA 2002.

Skeeter Products, Inc.
One Skeeter Road • PO Box 230
Kilgore, Texas 75663-0230
1-800-SKEETER
www.skeeterboats.com

A Yamaha Boat Company